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G9sp Configurator Software 13!I've been

doing some hands-on work in the past
week with a small test instance I've been

maintaining as a learning exercise.
Despite the relatively small size of the test
instance, more than a dozen people have
found it sufficiently useful to remember
the password for. This kind of thing may
be why, over the years, the password has
become progressively weaker. As a result

of all the successful password reuse
attacks over the past years, people have
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simply become accustomed to using weak
passwords by now. In some cases, people
make up a password from a combination

of personal details that are somewhat
memorable, using one or more of: ...My

children. ...My favorite song. ...My
spouse. ...My birth date. ...My pet's name.
...The name of a movie. ...The name of a
restaurant. ...My name. ...A short message
or phrase. ...The first letters of someone's

name. ...Numbers. ...The image of
someone's face. ...A word I associate with
something. ...Words from a book I read,
or from a novel I'm writing. ...The initial
letters of my own name. After a decade
or more of practice, people can often

remember a password that they've used
previously. A good portion of these are
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strong, but many are weak; something that
starts with "a" followed by "something."

Also, many passwords are hard to
remember because they aren't random.
What I've found to work best for me is

usually a series of passwords that share a
common
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